
 
 

Guidelines for Art Show and Framing 
 
1. Eligibility of works:  Paintings must be from your original ideas, sketches or photos.  Other 

photos may be used with permission. Direct copies of artist’s sketches, paintings, printed 
materials or photos from any published materials are not acceptable, i.e.:  Magazines, books, 
furnished class materials are not acceptable. 

 
2. Media:  Paintings must be 90% water based media and on surfaces designed for water media. 
 
3. Quantity:  A maximum of 10 framed art pieces allowed per artist, of which 50% must be never 

before shown pieces in the SHWS show; and 5 matted, sleeved art pieces allowed with 
business cards on front, top right side of sleeve.   A completed list of art pieces submitted to 
be turned in no later than Friday, February 7, 2014.  

 
4.  The Exhibit Committee:  The Exhibit Committee has full authority to apply rules and regulations 

for exhibits as well as authority to reject any work not meeting guidelines. 
 
5.  All art to be hung on display must be framed and have a wire device on the back of the frame 
 
6. Proper placement of the wire should be at approx. the 1/3 point (on each side) of the vertical 

measurement of the frame. The wire should have some slack so that the center of the wire 
reaches to no more than 2 inches within the top of the frame so that when it is hung the S hook 
or other hanging device does not show. Use larger "I screws" or "D rings" for your wire 
anchors. * SEE BELOW 

  
7. Plexiglas is recommended because of weight & safety, however glass is not prohibited; 

although art 22 x 28 and up must have Plexiglas. 
 
8. Please have your art properly framed when you drop it off because the set-up people will not 

be able to make repairs and frame art at the last minute. 
 
9.  Standard Universal place cards on art will be supplied.  No artist business cards allowed on 

art pieces. 
 
10.  It is also recommended that you photograph your signed art, BEFORE you frame it, for your 

records. 
 
11.  Liability:  Due care will be exercised in hanging the artists’ work.  Neither SHWS members,                  
nor the show facility will be held responsible.        
 
               

Example: 20” x 30” frame 
                    Wire should be 10”from top (on both sides) 
                     Slack in wire to no more than 2” of top of frame  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     


